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The Face of a Saint

From the beginning, Montgomery Clift was hailed as exceptional. In
December 1948, Life magazine featured an earnest Clift on its cover over
the title “New Male Movie Stars.” While the other candidates for stardom
(including Richard Widmark, Ricardo Montalban, Louis Jourdan, Peter
Lawford, and Farley Granger) were presented as a group, Clift had already
been singled out.1 “Clift, 28, heads the list of new male movie discoveries,”
Life proclaimed.2 This pronouncement was widely seconded at the time
and would be reiterated for decades. One critic, comparing him with contemporaries Marlon Brando and James Dean fifty years later, asserted that
Clift was “the purest, and least mannered of these actors, perhaps the most
sensitive, certainly the most poetic. He was also remarkably beautiful.”3
Spencer Tracy put it more bluntly: “He makes most of today’s young players look like bums.”4
One distinct advantage Clift had over the other newcomers in December 1948 was the recent release of his first two films, The Search and Red
River. The first appeared in March, the second in September. As with much
of Clift’s legend, the question of which film should be considered his first
is subject to debate. Although The Search was the first to appear in theaters,
Red River was the first film Clift made, having been produced two years
earlier and its release delayed.
Choosing to begin with one film over the other has important consequences, not least raising the question of whether we give precedence to
the actor’s experience or to that of the viewer. The linear chronology of the
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actor’s life and career is relatively simple; the reception of his work is more
complex. How fans think of an actor may vary depending on which film
they see first. Once the actor and the audience fall out of sync (after the
star’s death, for instance), new audiences and new fans can discover the actor through any one of his films, regardless of its original date of release.
By situating The Search and Red River as the main contenders for Clift’s
“first film,” I do not mean to privilege Clift’s original fans over those who
came later. Each fan’s discovery of Clift is fundamentally similar in terms
of aªect and the process that follows. These two films, however, hold in
tension various poles of Clift’s persona repeatedly cited by fans: among them
his startling beauty, his reputation as an actor, his resistance to the studiopropelled star system, and his ability to convey a sense of eªortless naturalism—the impression that here is an ordinary person, unself-consciously
being himself. By comparing the degree of influence Clift had on each production, his performances within the films, and the (continuing) reception
of each, we can see how both films may serve as exemplars of the initial encounter between actor and fan.
The impact of Clift’s performance in The Search is unmistakable. Fashion photographer and portraitist Richard Avedon remembered the first time
he saw the film: “The minute Monty came on the screen I cried.” Trying
to account for this reaction, Avedon (himself familiar with the ways beauty
can be produced) oªered possible reasons—“because he was so realistic and
honest and I was deeply touched”—and then settled on acting. “He seems
to be creating a new kind of acting—almost documentary in approach. It
has the style of reportage.”5 Figures in news reports or documentaries, however, seldom produce this kind of intense, instantaneous eªect. If Clift’s
performance was, by definition, not quite documentary, it nevertheless
seemed to be a new kind of acting.
In fact, Clift had a long theatrical past. Hollywood had seen him coming for years. Clift had begun his career as a child model. After one amateur production, he made his professional debut as an actor at the age of
fourteen. He entered the theatrical world playing children, then moved on
to become a “stage juvenile,” the category set aside for young men who could
play “the son,” a friend of the son, the boy next door, and so on. Considered a potential child star, he was oªered the lead in the film The Adventures of Tom Sawyer in 1938. He turned it down and continued to work in
the theater for another eight years. His time spent onstage would be roughly
equal to the span of his film career.
Clift’s theatrical roots are frequently misrepresented or misunderstood.
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Although he was well established long before he began visiting The Actors
Studio in the late 1940s, Clift is more likely to be labeled a Method actor
than a former child performer or Broadway juvenile. Despite protestations
to the contrary (by Clift as well as his biographers), the identification of
Clift as a Method actor lingers for several reasons.6 The actors associated
with the Method all made their film debuts after the end of the war (Clift
in 1948, Brando in 1949, Dean in 1955). Their appearance coincided with
breakthrough works by playwrights such as Tennessee Williams and Arthur
Miller, members of a generation whose style and subject matter announced
a new American theater fundamentally diªerent from what had come before. The Method defined itself in opposition to an earlier, supposedly more
artificial performance tradition; its proponents were depicted as rebels whose
idealism was incompatible with standard Hollywood practice, especially in
terms of promotion and publicity. “Explicitly founded in 1947 to inculcate
respect for the actor as an artist,” The Actors Studio promoted itself (and
its variations on Stanislavskian theories of acting and actor training) as the
most “serious” branch of American theater, producing focused, proselytizing adherents, members of the vanguard, the leaders of tomorrow.7
Unlike Brando and Dean, with whom he is most often compared, Clift
synthesized the multiple and radically diªerent approaches to acting that
coexisted in the United States in the 1930s and 1940s.8 On one hand, he
was the product of a relatively informal apprenticeship system where the
secrets of the trade were handed down from one generation to the next.
Within this tradition an actor picked up whatever he could while on the
job, learning theater history via anecdotes, and technical training from observation as much as from direct instruction. Between 1935 and 1945, Clift
had the opportunity to learn from legends. Over the course of fourteen
plays, Clift costarred with actors who had been stars before the turn of the
century (Dame May Whitty, Alla Nazimova) and those whose names evoked
earlier times (Cornelia Otis Skinner) as well as some of the biggest names
in the theater of the day (Tallulah Bankhead, Fredric March). He also
worked with performers who would eventually be best known for their film
work, including Edmund Gwenn, Sydney Greenstreet, Celeste Holm,
Martha Scott, and Kevin McCarthy. Clift appeared in plays written by Moss
Hart, Robert Sherwood, Lillian Hellman, Tennessee Williams, and Thornton Wilder (he played George to Martha Scott’s Emily in the original production of Our Town), and worked with directors Thomas Mitchell, John
Cromwell, Elia Kazan, and Jed Harris.
One of the most intriguing influences on Clift stemmed from his work
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with Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne. Though remembered primarily as a
married couple who appeared in drawing-room comedies (Noël Coward’s
Design for Living, in particular), Lunt and Fontanne were recognized in their
day as the personification of what might be called a polished realism that
included the use of overlapping dialogue and an emphasis on subtext. Subtext came from the actors; it did not exist on the page. Thus, a play’s fullest
meaning could be established only in performance. To convey the way emotional momentum overwhelms words, the Lunts concentrated on perfecting techniques that could reliably produce such eªects. This style of acting
is considered “technical” because the actor focuses on the physical performance of a statement or action, rehearsed as rigorously as an acrobatic act
in order to ensure the timing.9 While such external acting supposedly creates predictable eªects regardless of the actor’s feelings, the result can seem
as spontaneous as the more intuitive, allegedly less premeditated style associated with later schools of acting such as the Method.
It was not until the late 1940s (when Clift began dividing his time between New York and Hollywood) that he started attending Bobby Lewis’s
classes at The Actors Studio. Nevertheless, according to Patricia Bosworth,
it was Lunt to whom Clift “invariably” gave “credit for his development as
an actor. ‘Alfred taught me how to select,’” Clift reported. “‘Acting is an
accumulation of subtle details. And the details of Alfred Lunt’s performances were like the observations of a great novelist—like Samuel Butler or
Marcel Proust.’”10 Despite this background, Clift is still so routinely linked
to Method acting that the idea of Clift studying Alfred Lunt’s technique is
as disconcerting as it would be to hear that Robert De Niro learned everything he knew from watching David Niven. Although the two kinds of
training proposed diªerent routes for the actor to pursue, both systems of
preparation led to the same end. In Clift’s case, technique was perfected
to such an extent that it could pass for none at all.
The careful application of makeup, for instance, was one of the skills Clift
had mastered to the point that it was nearly undetectable even in the ultranaturalist context of a neorealist film. Theatrical-style makeup had long
been thought inappropriate for cinema’s medium shots and close-ups, but
its use was debated in the theater as well. In the American naturalist acting style of the thirties, makeup could be controversial, the matter weighed
as if it were a moral issue. For some, makeup was a kind of cheating. A real
actor, it was felt, could produce external eªects from the intensity of his
internal beliefs. In his star-making role as a killer on death row in the play
The Longest Mile at the end of the twenties, Spencer Tracy is said to have
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“acted” unshaven, having chosen to forgo any assistance from spirit gum,
pencils, or creams. (Tracy, long held up as a model of American naturalist
acting, was also bothered by the feminine connotations of wearing makeup.
He felt that no profession in which you painted your face could be truly
manly.) An actor who worked with Clift in the theater, however, recounted
that “Monty always looked . . . so natural I thought maybe he didn’t use
any makeup. One night before a performance he let me watch him make
up. It was extraordinary. It took a good half hour. . . . He worked like a
painter. He explained as he went along why he was highlighting and shadowing. He had learned it all from Alfred Lunt. I tried it later but it didn’t
look the same on me.”11
For contemporary audiences, Clift’s craftsmanship was invisible. Director Fred Zinnemann frequently told the story of a viewer coming up to
him after a screening of The Search and asking, “Who’s that soldier you got
to act?”12 For an actor with more than a dozen years of theatrical experience to be mistaken for a nonprofessional, a “real person,” would have been
the ultimate compliment in both Method and neorealist terms. Turning to
the film itself, we can see the results of Clift’s eªorts to appear transparent
and natural.
the search

In The Search, Clift plays “Steve” Stevenson, an American soldier in Germany after World War II, waiting to be shipped home. One day he finds a
child living wild in the rubble-filled streets. He brings the boy home and
gives him basic medical treatment, food, and shelter. As they become friends,
he begins teaching the boy English and promises to adopt him and take
him to America, not knowing that the boy’s mother is alive and searching
for him.
In describing The Search as a Clift film, I am already distorting it through
a lens of fandom. The film as a whole is the story of the boy (Ivan Jandl).
Clift does not appear until more than half an hour into the film. The first
part of The Search is a semidocumentary about displaced persons and the
bureaucracies set in place after the war to reunite families. Wholeheartedly
embracing neorealist aesthetics, the film was shot on location in Europe
and focuses on a child (as did many key neorealist films, such as Shoeshine,
Bicycle Thieves, Germany Year Zero, sections of Paisan, and Rome, Open
City). In this case, the boy has been separated from his mother and is virtually mute, cut oª from memories and language. Brought to a relocation
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center with other children, he escapes and hides in the ruins of a bombedout city. Unfortunately, this section of the film is oª-putting because of its
dated style and the simplification of political issues that, to this day, refuse
to be simplified. (Once rescued, the war orphans are sent to sunny British
Palestine, where a bright future awaits.) Fortunately, the rest of the film
abandons geopolitics for a finely detailed, small-scale domestic melodrama
and succeeds beautifully.
When he first spots the boy, wearing rags and with bloody bare feet, Steve
is slouching in his Jeep, one knee up past his elbow as he munches on a
sandwich. Realizing he is being watched, he turns directly to the boy and
oªers him the sandwich, chewing as he talks. The boy hesitates to come
forward, so Steve turns away. He lays the sandwich on the ground and drives
away, only to make a U-turn and come back. The boy runs, but Steve jumps
out of his Jeep before it has even stopped. Chasing the boy, Clift flails his
arms and makes a show of breathing heavily. He finally catches the boy and
sits him down in the Jeep, Steve’s neat uniform now disheveled. When they
arrive at Steve’s quarters, Steve carries the boy, struggling and kicking, under one arm, then passes him around his back as he takes him indoors and
kicks the door shut behind him. Having managed to secure the boy in the
living room, Steve and his friend Fischer ( Wendell Corey) attend to the
boy’s blistered feet. At one point, Steve tries to take a hard line, but when
Fischer spots the number tattooed on the boy’s arm, they realize he has been
in Auschwitz and their manner softens.
The lack of a shared language and the fact that Clift/Steve is interacting
with a child allow for a great deal of pantomime. Trying to convince the
boy that he is free to come and go, Steve says, “Look,” holding his finger
up for attention. “See this door? It’s not locked. See?” He opens and closes
it, walking in and out. “Look. So long,” he waves, going out. Returning,
he says, “See?” In the next scene, sitting at a table and trying to teach the
boy to say “no,” Steve points his finger up, shakes his head slowly, and raises
his voice. Enunciating carefully, he leans forward and asks, “Would you be
good enough to say the word no? ” He pauses and leans back. “Just no. No.
No, no, no, no!” he repeats loudly, leaning forward and making a synchronized chopping movement with his hand. He pauses and raises his eyebrows and says “No?” with a rising inflection. “Okay, forget it.” He walks
away from the table, talking to himself in three short, almost mumbled sentences: “Thank you for your patience. You’ve been most—kind. I think I’ll
get drunk.” Doing a take after taking a sip (hiking up his shoulders and
sticking his tongue out to suggest the alcohol’s kick), he puts the glass down
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figure 3. Clift (Steve) and Wendell Corey (Fischer) in The Search, 1948.

and says to the boy, “Here, have a drink,” and collapses in a chair, his legs
out stiª in front of him. The boy sniªs the glass and says, “No.” Clift sits
bolt upright in his chair in a take that could be seen from the third balcony. Asking again and receiving the same answer, he expresses his delight,
patting the boy on the shoulder, picking him up in the air, setting him down,
clapping his hands, and spreading his arms out wide.
The quick alternation of mumbled “private” speech and broad physical
playing creates a sense of range within the scene and establishes Clift’s ability to play comedy. The next scene, when Steve and Fischer receive a letter
from the relocation o‹ce telling them that the boy’s mother is presumed
dead, gives the first glimpse of Clift’s subtler dramatic style. Reading the
letter aloud to Fischer but keeping his voice quiet because the boy is in the
room, he reads, “All the other mothers are dead.” Brief pause. “They were
gassed.” As he reads this line, he lowers the letter to his waist and says it
without looking at the paper. The boy, now called Jim, calls out to Steve
from oªscreen, and Clift quietly says, “Yeah,” and crosses in front of Fischer, his hands in his pockets. The camera follows to create a two-shot of
him and the boy. He leans over Jim, one hand resting on the table, the other
the face of a saint
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on the back of the boy’s chair. He pats him on the head and calls him “lad.”
With his head bent down and most of his face in shadow, Clift’s posture
and soft voice communicate a newfound tenderness. Called back by Fischer, Steve decides to take the boy to America, raising his voice when his
friend points out the di‹culties he will encounter. Going back to the boy
at the table, Steve ignores Fischer until he leaves, then pats Jim on the cheek
and says, very quietly, “Take it easy, kid. It’s okay.” Because his face is turned
away from the camera when he says this and it is said so quietly, Clift implies that Steve is calming himself as much as the boy, who does not seem
agitated.
The increasing closeness of the pair is communicated mostly through
physical proximity and touching. When Fischer’s family comes to visit, Steve
gets Jim ready for dinner, bringing him new shoes and draping a tie around
his neck. As Jim, preoccupied by the concept of “mother,” stands next to
Steve, Steve helps him on with his jacket, briefly resting a hand on Jim’s
shoulder. Stopping on the stair landing, Steve buttons up Jim’s coat and
then guides him into the dining room, this time with both hands proudly
and protectively on the boy’s shoulders. When Jim runs away to look for
his mother, he and Steve are reunited on a hillside. Starting to run, Jim hesitates, then rushes to Steve and cries in his arms. Clift plays the scene smiling, with his head bent well forward over the boy’s, mussing Jim’s hair.
“Don’t say anything. I know.”
Sitting by the river, Steve has to tell Jim that his mother is dead. Clift is
coiled up, his arms around his knees and his back to the camera so that we
can see only the top half of his face when he looks toward the boy on his
right. With an unusual lightness, smiling at times, and with an occasional
embarrassed laugh, he says, “Jimmy . . . I’ve gotta tell you—huh. It’s best
that you know. . . . Your mother is dead.”
jim:
steve:
jim:
steve:

Then I can’t find my mother ever?
No.
And my mother won’t ever come back?
No, dear, she won’t.

The first word of Clift’s last line here, “No,” is said in a low voice, shortly
and without embellishment. The eªect is firm and unequivocal. The rest
of the line is more interesting. When he says, “she won’t,” Clift’s voice wavers on won’t, as if he is about to say it with a rising inflection, then stops.
This creates the impression that he might be about to ask a question or is
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preparing for a question. The word dear (“No, dear, she won’t”) raises issues that I will address later.
When the first biographies of Clift were published in the late 1970s, the
authors went to great pains to give Clift credit for the success of this scene,
praising his skill in working with children. Patricia Bosworth writes at
length about Clift sitting with young Ivan Jandl, going over their lines and
establishing a comfortable rapport. (“Monty always had a special a‹nity
for children, and he worked with Ivan slowly, patiently cueing on his lines
until the cameras began to roll.”)13 A former child actor himself (or at least
a young adolescent), Clift was secure enough in his technique not to be
intimidated by the unpredictability of young costars and welcomed the
chance to ad-lib as the occasion warranted. Bosworth and Robert LaGuardia both stress a second point—that Clift rewrote this scene extensively to create the illusion of spontaneity and ad-libbing. They also mention the arguments this provoked with the producer (the father of one of
the screenwriters) and the ironic fact that the film was later awarded an
Oscar for best screenplay.14
By inserting behind-the-scenes accounts about the production into their
readings of the scene, Clift’s biographers position Clift as a fighter, a serious actor with high standards, willing to do whatever it takes to make a
film better. While later stories about Clift’s actions on the set portray his
working process as problematic (e.g., an insular, isolated star holding up
production because of his insecurities and ill health), descriptions of the
making of The Search—and its ultimate success as a film—validate Clift
on this occasion. Above all, these stories reiterate that Clift’s performance
is not “natural” but the product of hard work—creative, conscious labor.15
Clift’s work on The Search began well before he appeared in front of the
camera. Developing his ideas about the character he was to play, the actor
wrote extensively to director Fred Zinnemann. In a letter dated June 25,
1947 (a month and a half before his starting date of August 10), Clift discusses how he sees the part, establishing at the outset his attitude toward
playing saints.
Now—the film [meaning the script]: I like it very much. Very much indeed.
I look forward to what I shall read next.
The part: I’m perfectly happy with its size. A part built up might tend
to deviate from the truth and then how should I play it? My being starred
does not necessitate a bigger part in my mind. It is certainly the story of
the mother and boy and I think it would be dangerous for your sakes to
alter this.
the face of a saint
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There is one place in the film that does disturb me. . . . After Stevenson
makes up his mind to stay and help the boy. I get the feeling of a kind of
outward nobility. Somehow this spontaneous nobility is not very interesting. If one goes ahead and does whatever presents itself from day to day—
this can be noble but only in retrospect. It’s the “volunteering” to stay and
help that I object to in Stevenson. . . .
He should long to get home, but—he’s brought this kid on himself (he
obviously likes him) and when his friend points out he’s the only one who
can help the boy—he stays—protesting—but still he stays.
Does this give some idea of what I mean? I don’t want Steve to anticipate the help he is going to be to the boy—. If he does what he should do
reluctantly—it widens the scope of the part—allows whole avenues of humour. This would be a great delight to act. If Stevenson teaches the boy
English because he should—then finds himself intrigued against his will
(oh, ther [sic] personal vanity of a good pupil!) well—this would be a fine
relationship.
Mostly the end result would be to get away from doing “good” things for
“good” reasons—which in a man is not very intriguing.16

This lively letter not only gives a glimpse of how engaged and enthusiastic Clift was, it demonstrates the conscientiousness with which he approached his work. Consider his detailed reasoning in favor of complexity
over goodness. Bosworth quotes a later interview in which Clift recalls, “As
the script originally was written, I was a boy scout type spreading nobility
and virtue all over the lot.”17 According to Clift, saintliness is not interesting; as an actor, he wants something more. Resisting simplistic depictions
of nobility, Clift conceives Stevenson’s “goodness” as being, above all, pragmatic. The short-term help he oªers the boy (food, medical care) develops
into longer-term commitments of shelter, clothing, and education, which
in turn grow into concern for the child’s emotional well-being and ultimately
the soldier’s own attachment to the boy. Stevenson’s compassion deepens
and grows, but it is not motivated by abstract principles.
Clift’s biographers also stress the self-eªacing character of Clift’s interventions. Contradicting the stereotype of actors as egotistical narcissists,
Clift argues against increasing the size of the part (though he does want star
billing). In rewriting his scenes in The Search, Clift shortened or eliminated
much of his own dialogue. Bosworth recounts that when Clift proudly
showed his heavily revised version of the script to his brother Brooks, what
struck Brooks most was the brevity of the speeches.18 Other scripts annotated by Clift show the same willingness to cut his own lines.
20
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Clift might have been admirably lacking in vanity when it came to his
character, but as a professional fully aware of his commercial value, he did
not hesitate to press for the best accommodations, star billing, and pay. An
active participant in his own career, Clift not only collaborated on artistic
matters such as the interpretation of the character and rewriting the script;
on this occasion he also negotiated his salary. In a series of wires to Zinnemann and the film’s production company, Clift balances his artistic goals,
financial considerations, and determination to appear in an independent,
non-Hollywood film. First, he asks for $50,000 for three months’ work.
The production company says no. A counteroªer suggests cutting the schedule in half, to only four to five weeks’ work. Clift agrees to cut his salary in
half and oªers to work for seven weeks, but adds a request for 5 percent of
the world gross and approval of the treatment.19 The company agrees to 5
percent of the gross, but oªers only $15,000 in salary in return for a fiveweek schedule.20 While the salary is dramatically less than Clift asked for,
it is still the most the company has agreed to. The producers withhold approval of the treatment and mention repeatedly that because the film is in
a neorealist vein there should be no star billing. Finally director Zinnemann
intervenes, agreeing to Clift’s request for $25,000, setting the schedule at
six weeks, and declaring that star billing will be acceptable.
In The Search Clift establishes his image as a natural. Sui generis, transparent, Montgomery Clift is a figure of endless promise, seemingly inseparable in manner, tone, and moral character from the character he plays. It
is no surprise, then, that The Search sparked many fans’ love for the star.
Writer Christopher Isherwood recorded in his journal in 1948 that he had
just “seen and fallen for Montgomery Clift in The Search.”21 In this film
more than in any other, seeing Clift and loving Clift are the same thing.
cinephilia

Film theorists have long tried to define the intense emotional, intellectual,
and physical pleasure people have experienced while watching films. But
what is this experience? Where do we locate the spark that ignites such passion for imaginary figures engaged in fictional activities? How is it that a
spectator can be moved with such immediacy upon encountering a multilayered representation such as an image of an actor acting? Sometimes the
source of a viewer’s passion is said to be the film itself, giving rise to the
most minute textual analysis; at other times actors whose careers span many
films appear to be the charismatic provocateurs of heart-stopping fascinathe face of a saint
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tion. Some fan studies have argued that viewers alone can tell us why they
feel so passionately at certain moments in certain films. Yet when asked,
the viewer is often at a loss when it comes to identifying the parameters of
his or her own experience. How to describe this pleasure, this sense of being deeply moved, when indescribability seems to be one of its central
eªects?22
In a 1921 essay French critic Jean Epstein gestures toward this phenomenon, labeling as photogénie the unique genius, spirit, or essence of the moving photographic image that excites his keenest response. But it is hard to
pin down what it is about the quality of the cinematic moment that makes
it photogénie and that produces such a powerful eªect on the spectator. “One
runs into a brick wall trying to define it,” Epstein declares, figuratively
throwing up his hands.23 For Epstein, true photogénie is “something that
escape[s] rationalised, critical theoretical discourse.”24
Decades later, Paul Willemen reopened the question of photogénie in an
attempt to define cinephilia.25 The latter—a passionate, almost addictive
love of cinema—may be said to develop as a consequence of an encounter
with photogénie, but such a formulation merely grounds one vaguely defined
term in another. Both cinephilia and photogénie are terms that attempt to
account for the sense of something ineªable in the encounter with cinema
even as they evince the same resistance to definition. Repeatedly, Willemen
finds that these terms have been defined negatively. Like photogénie,
cinephilia as a term “doesn’t do anything other than designate something
which resists, which escapes existing networks of critical discourse and theoretical frameworks.”26
“Something” that escapes, “something” that resists, “something, some element” that evokes what it is not: Epstein and Willemen are each convinced
that there is a precise, unmistakable “something” that provokes the filmgoer’s most fervent response. But the very use of the word something proclaims their failure to name it. Willemen refuses to accept that that something cannot be more accurately defined: “The point is not that photogénie
is indefinable: it is rather that the impressionists [who coined the term] decreed it to be so and then deployed an elaborate metaphoric discourse full
of lyrical digressions and highly charged literary imagery in order to trace
obsessively the contours of the absence which that discourse is designed to
designate and contain. This is why every attempted definition must be accompanied by a denial of its adequacy.”27
Willemen relocates the phenomenon. Instead of being a quality the
viewer discovers “in” the film, photogénie, like cinephilia, is a relation be22
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tween viewer and screen. Because the audience member actively invests a
text with his or her own imagination, points of reference, and desires, the
most intense pleasures of cinema take place not on the screen but in the
mind of the viewer. “Photogénie, then, refers to the unspeakable within
the relation of looking and operates through the activation of a fantasy in
the viewer which he or she refuses to verbalise.”28
Willemen’s palpable frustration is fueled by his suspicion that the true
definition of photogénie is being purposely hidden. While he does not question that it is possible to describe the “unspeakable in the relation of looking,” the viewer’s willful refusal suggests that to do so might be simply too
embarrassing. Once fantasy is activated in the viewer, touching on his or
her private desires, it would be too revealing to say what that fantasy was.
But the viewer is not the only one who cannot or will not say.
Willemen himself does not provide a description of the unnamable
something that underlies cinephilia. At times it seems as if he is afraid of
what he might find—that “the unspeakable within the relation of looking” may be in fact something far worse than lyrical digression or metaphor.
If the true meaning of photogénie lies somewhere along the trail of denial
and evasion, it might be helpful to examine what Willemen himself finds
unspeakable, the potential meanings he raises only to deny.
A possible key to defining photogénie, the magical foundation of cinephilia, is raised and discarded in a single sentence: “As a cinephile,” Willemen writes, “I could readily fetishise that it’s all about actors.”29 This backhanded dismissal acknowledges the attraction actors have held for cinephiles
without fully explaining why this attraction would be inadequate as a source
of their cinephilia. While it will be important later to discuss fetishism as
an issue in itself, the question here is simply: Why not? What would be
wrong with a love of cinema being all about actors?
Time and again Willemen dodges the appeal of looking at actors on film.
When he describes Epstein’s essays on cinema as “the first major attempt to
theorise a relationship to the screen,” he rhetorically displaces a central facet
of photogénie that Epstein has no problem identifying by name. In fact, the
original theorists of photogénie are much more precise in describing what
moves them than Willemen gives them credit for. “I will never find the way
to say how much I love American close-ups,” Epstein writes. “Point blank.
A head suddenly appears on screen and drama, now face to face, seems to
address me personally and swells with an extraordinary intensity. I am hypnotized.” Close-ups are essential: “The close-up, the keystone of the cinema, is the maximum expression of this photogénie of movement.”30
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But it is not the close-up as a technique that moves Epstein so profoundly.
In the first place, photogénie is never still. At one point, Epstein defines photogénie as “cadenced movement.”31 Therefore, the profound eªect of photogénie cannot be reproduced by looking at a publicity still or a poster. Second, the content of the film close-up is crucial. As Willemen acknowledges,
Epstein found the “something that escaped rationalized, critical theoretical discourse” “in faces as they were reproduced on the screen.” (Photogénie
remained unpredictable, though, being found in “some faces, not others.”)32
For Epstein it is personified by Sessue Hayakawa, “the tranced tragedian,”
who “sweeps the scenario aside. . . . He crosses a room quite naturally, his
torso held at a slight angle. He hands his gloves to a servant. Opens a door.
Then, having gone out, closes it. Photogénie, pure photogénie.”33
Epstein may stop short of defining photogénie, but he is fluency itself when
describing a shot of an actor. Confronted with a close-up, Epstein is so close
to the face he is lost in it—its suddenness, its personal nature, the unexpected intensity and intimacy produced by sheer size, along with the dizzying loss of perspective and critical distance. The actor’s face is all-encompassing. It blocks out everything—genre, plot, narrative structure—and
becomes the drama. “For ten seconds, my whole mind gravitates round a
smile.”34 “The tragedy is anatomical. The décor of the fifth act is this corner of a cheek torn by a smile. . . . 1000 meters of intrigue converge in a
muscular denouement [that] satisfies me more than the rest of the film.
Muscular preambles ripple beneath the skin. Shadows shift, tremble, hesitate. . . . A breeze of emotion underlines the mouth with clouds. . . . Seismic shocks begin. Capillary wrinkles try to split the fault. . . . The lip is
laced with tics like a theater curtain. Everything is movement, imbalance,
crisis. Crack. The mouth gives way, like a ripe fruit splitting open.”35 The
eªect on the viewer can be described only in cosmic terms and mixed
metaphors. “The eye sees nothing but a face like a great sun,” Epstein exults. “Hayakawa aims his incandescent mask like a revolver.”36 From this
kind of adoration it is but a step to religious awe.
It was French film theorists in the twenties who originally postulated that
“the camera . . . turned certain actors into ‘astral bodies’” (what we call stars);
the film actor—a figure made of light—became literally “heavenly” in both
the astronomical and the religious meanings.37 Among this group, it is
Epstein who reaches the pinnacle of rapture in his encounter with the face
of a star. Only religious language will do: “If I stretch out my arm I touch
you. . . . Never before has a face turned to mine in that way. Ever closer it
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presses against me, and I follow it face to face. [There isn’t even] air between
us.”38 “I consume it,” Epstein proclaims. “It is in me like a sacrament.”39
This is the kind of language that scares people. Popular culture is suddenly exposed as a cunning secular disguise for Religion, that notorious opiate of the masses, seducing weak-minded fans who are unable or unwilling
to break the chains of their voluntary stupefaction in Plato’s cave.
Fans of Clift may find themselves on occasion rapt in contemplation of
his beauty, yet they are also keenly aware of the fact that he is acting. Instead of breaking the spell, however, this awareness of an actor’s performance
can itself trigger the fan’s awestruck response. According to Mary Ann
Doane, “at its most basic,” cinephilia “is a love that is attached to the detail, the moment, the trace, the gesture.” This experience is “most readily
localizable in relation to acting,” with “a gesture, a body position, a facial
expression, or an uncontrolled utterance that somehow escapes scripting.”40
The most telling exchange in Willemen’s essay “Cinephilia” (which is constructed as a dialogue) occurs when Noel King, Willemen’s interlocutor,
seizes on a detail and in the process not only reveals his own cinephilia but
also situates it firmly in relation to stars. When Willemen mentions
Brando’s use of a glove as a prop in On the Waterfront (1954), King jumps
in with what is by far his longest interjection in the article. Every bit as excited about Brando as Epstein was about Hayakawa, King demonstrates
the need to own each moment through detailed description: he describes
the actor’s gestures, compares them to the script, cites comments made afterward by the actor and the director, compares this “ad-libbed” use of a
prop with other moments in the film when ad-libbing could have happened
but didn’t (thus reinforcing the uniqueness of the earlier example). It is as
if he can’t stop talking. It is a classic fan moment.
Yet despite assiduous attempts by theorists, scholars, and academics to
distance themselves from such irrational, emotional excess, the use of religious language persists. Consider Epstein: “The close-up is the soul of cinema.”41 “The close-up transfigures man.”42 “The spirit is visible” on-screen,
a fact that endows actors with an “almost godlike importance.”43 Epstein
quotes a contemporary (“M. Jean Choux, the film critic of the newspaper
La Suisse”) to underscore this point. “How close-ups deify[!] Oh, these faces
of men and women displayed so harshly on screen. . . . An extraordinary
import is emitted from these close-ups. In them, the soul is separated in
the same way one separates radium.” Choux even envisions members of
the film audience as if they were pilgrims at Lourdes: “a thousand immo-
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bile heads whose gazes are aimed at and monopolized and haunted by a
single enormous face.”44
Willemen dubs the adoption of religious terms to define cinema’s eªect
“the discourse of revelation.”45 The word King uses is epiphany: a transcendent moment “in which something (a gesture, a voice), some element within
the representational system, evokes a sense of its own ‘beyond.’”46 Criticism
itself comes to serve as proof and by-product of an epiphanic event. “It is
the function of the cinephile to identify an epiphanic moment,”47 “to find
formulations to convey something about the intensity of that spark”48 —
though what constitutes such a moment (besides its eªect) remains unspecified. Willemen agrees that those who experience cinema through these
special heightened moments are more likely to write about their cinematic
experience than those who do not. It has “something to do with bearing
witness” (again, religious terms are called in), “the need to proclaim what
has been experienced, to draw attention to what has been seen.” He adds,
“There is always something proselytising about cinephiliac writing, a barely
contained impatience with those who have eyes but do not see.”49
As early as the fifth century, Saint Augustine identified the urge fans felt
to persuade others to see what they see in their favorite actors. “For in the
theatres, dens of iniquity though they be, if a man is fond of a particular
actor, and enjoys his art as a great or even as the very greatest good, he is
fond of all who join with him in admiration of his favourite. . . . The more
fervent he is in his admiration, the more he works in every way he can to
secure new admirers for him, and the more anxious he becomes to show
him to others.”50
Centuries later, fans still try to entice nonbelievers. Some even go so far
as to produce new texts as testaments to their devotion. Actively engaged
with the star image, fan productions stand as monuments to the fan’s own
experience, and contribute to and extend the star’s existence as a mythic
figure. One work in particular illustrates the way Clift functions as a living
presence in the lives of his fans, and can serve as a primer on the development and phases of fandom in general. It starts with The Search.
letters to montgomer y c li f t

Noël Alumit’s Letters to Montgomery Clift (2002) takes the form of an epistolary novel built entirely on a fan’s imaginary relationship with Montgomery Clift. The image of Clift (the characters he portrays as well as the
person portrayed in biographies) becomes a daily source of emotional sup26
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port for a troubled boy negotiating adolescence.51 Torn from his family in
the Philippines when his father is arrested for political dissent in the 1970s,
the novel’s main character is separated from his mother and sent to live with
relatives in Los Angeles. There he finds himself an outsider in terms of language, nationality, family, and sexual orientation. Even his name changes
as he moves from Filipino relatives to Anglo foster families. Sometimes he
is called Bong, sometimes Bob. As he struggles to understand his family’s
legacy of political persecution, he envisions Clift as both patron saint and
guardian angel, a young soldier who literally glows, bestowing smiles of limitless understanding, goodness, and love.
The character’s first encounter with Clift seems to happen by pure chance.
“I turned on the television, watched the late night movie. When the commercials ended, a voice from the TV said, ‘And now we return to The Search
starring Montgomery Clift.’” The uncannily specific parallels between the
plot and Bong’s life lend that first glimpse of the star the ominous power
of fate.52 “In the movie, in The Search, Monty Clift plays a soldier. He finds
and cares for a small boy whose mother was taken away by bad people. He
takes the boy home. He gives him candy. He buys him shoes. He teaches
him English. He keeps him safe. He guards him till his mama comes” (4–5).
From the beginning fandom is shown to be a learned experience, with
fan practice mimicking religious ritual. When the novel starts, Bong is being raised by his bitter, resentful aunt. But while Auntie Yuna insults and
abuses her nephew, she also trains him in a set of practices that apply equally
well to the worshipper and the film fan. For instance, she creates shrines
and writes letters: “She wrote letters to God and dead relatives. She put
them next to a burning candle by the Jesus Christ cross on her shelf. ‘The
spirits will read them,’ she said. ‘It’s better than praying because prayers just
go from your head into thin air. . . . Letters are solid proof to the saints, to
our ancestors that what I was praying just don’t disappear’” (4).
Having become a fan, the boy looks for a way to express his gratitude to
Clift. Fans experience the star’s performance on a deeply personal level,
therefore it seems logical to reciprocate—to tell the star personally, as an
individual, the eªect his or her work has had. To say thank you. Again,
Bong learns this practice from Auntie Yuna, who harbors expectations of
communication and reciprocity and considers letters to God and the saints
a legally enforceable form of prayer. Although fans understand that actual
communication is unlikely (always being dubious whether the star personally reads letters lumped into the category “fan mail”), nevertheless, the
need to write persists. Formality gives way to familiarity as fan and star are
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soon on a first-name basis. Nicknames are allowed. Death is no barrier. Bong
begins to write fan letters to Clift even though it is the 1970s and he knows
that Clift is already dead.
Dear Monty,
I saw From Here to Eternity last night. You were wonderful. (74)

In exchange for such acts of devotion, the fan/worshipper is promised regular access to deep emotions. One of Bong’s first letters to Clift is about
his aunt’s feelings as a fan.
dear mr. montgomery clift . . .
i loved mongomery clip she said. this is a good sign because i do not
think auntie yuna loves very much. . . . i cried when he died she said.
i cried when i read 1950s screen idol mongomery clip died. i
was a girl. back in the philippines. in 1966. he was dead at
45. heart trouble she remembered reading. (3)

Bong’s aunt doesn’t only show the boy how to enact fandom, she demonstrates the confusion of performance and person that exemplifies the fan’s
relation to an actor. “From Here to Eternity was a di‹cult movie to watch,”
Bong writes Clift. “You get beat up in that movie. You played a soldier and
your fellow soldiers beat you up. I hated seeing you in such pain” (74).
As with all fans, Alumit’s character identifies himself according to his favorite films. He has seen The Search “15 times.” For him, the film establishes
Clift’s status as benevolent father figure. (“Will Mama come back?” “No,
dear, she won’t.”) His second favorite film (which he has seen eleven times)
is From Here to Eternity, in which Clift plays another young soldier. Other
favorites are films that allow Clift to sidestep issues of sexuality as he redefines
his relationships with the most beautiful female stars of the decade. Doomed
romance with Elizabeth Taylor (A Place in the Sun, a film Bong has seen nine
times) gives way to “best-friend” status with Marilyn Monroe (The Misfits,
eight times).
The emphasis on repetition calls to mind Barbara Klinger’s observations
on the eªects and purposes of repeated viewings of the same film. At first,
she argues, repetition aªords the fan a sense of “comfort and mastery.” But
even though we are watching the same film, “successive encounters . . . result in a diªerent experience” of the text.53 As Bong finds when he first sees
The Search, the “interplay between film narrative and the viewer’s past . . .
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ignites a chain of autobiographical associations, deeply aªecting the process
of comprehension.” “Repeated encounters with the same films over time”
(seeing The Search fifteen times) “amplify [these] associative possibilities.”54
Having mastered the films they consider key, fans must broaden their
horizons as repetition risks deadening the films’ original impact through
overexposure. In addition to his favorites, Bong tries to see every film Clift
ever made. Kind words are bestowed on Indiscretion of an American Wife,
The Heiress, The Young Lions, Lonelyhearts, and Suddenly, Last Summer, but
several of Clift’s other films are notable by their absence (e.g., another young
man in uniform in The Big Lift, the ideal father/husband/best friend in
Raintree County). Bong’s devotion is circumscribed by external factors.
Growing up watching television in Los Angeles in the 1970s, he is dependent on programming decisions made by others. Some films cannot figure
into the boy’s fantasies because they are not in circulation (though even
then, it is hard to account for the absence of Red River).55 When his latest
foster family acquires a VCR in the early eighties, the first film his best friend,
Cousin Amada, tapes for him is Freud.56
Once he has seen all the films he can, Bong moves on to written materials, especially books and fan magazines. Because the novel is initially set
in the 1970s, Bong cannot rent or own videos or DVDs, search Web sites,
or purchase memorabilia on eBay.57 Books, however, are ownable, thus qualifying as fetish objects. “I bought a book. It cost over ten dollars, which is
a lot of money for a kid. I bought it because it was about Monty. His face
was on the cover” (23). Every detail of the fetish object matters—and the
uses to which it can be put. “I kept The Films of Montgomery Clift under
my pillow when I slept. . . . I kissed the book, a yellow book with Monty’s
exquisite face on top. Monty dressed in a suit, his warm eyes staring straight
at me. Two creases were on his forehead and his hair was combed back, a
sheen atop his head. Even though paper was what I felt on my lips, I kissed
the book anyway” (23).
In Object Lessons: How to Do Things with Fetishism, E. L. McCallum acknowledges the resistance fetishism provokes in those not caught up in its
thrall: “The fixation on the fetish is generally viewed as a pathological repetition compulsion, bound up in the return to the thing which gives satisfaction and cutting the fetishist oª from relation to others.” In her reappraisal of fetishism, McCallum argues that the fetish can serve the fetishist
in a variety of positive ways. For instance, the fan/fetishist uses repeated
encounters with the object as an opportunity to construct meaning and a
sense of self. “By building the fetish relation, the fetish subject creates herthe face of a saint
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self; by situating herself among others through the fetish object the subject
interprets herself in a world, and can share her interpretation with others.”58
When Bong practices being like Montgomery Clift (incorporating sayings, gestures, styles, and attitudes he has observed in films and photographs), he is enacting the process of repetition, interpretation, and performance through which, according to McCallum, we constantly reshape
and reassert our identities.59 Bong’s recognition and acceptance of his own
sexual identity is also achieved via his identification with Clift. Reading
the first serious biographies of Clift as they become available in the late
1970s, he focuses on their revelations about Clift’s personal life: “I breezed
through Monty by Robert LaGuardia. . . . LaGuardia’s book was more personal, Bosworth’s book was more factual. Both agree on one thing: Montgomery Clift was attracted to men. I found relief in knowing that” (84).
Armed with published accounts of Clift’s sexuality, Bong finds (imaginary)
support in accepting his own developing sexuality. Around this time, he
writes, he masturbates to the sounds of lovers in another apartment, “imagining him.”60
Rather than close himself oª in a fantasy world, Bong tries to use his
knowledge of Clift to build relationships with others.61 Carefully, he begins to share his admiration for Clift with people he is close to. Like the
teenage girls in The World of Henry Orient (1964), Bong and his cousin
Amada use information garnered from the biographies to make a pilgrimage to places associated with Clift: the Upper East Side of Manhattan where
he lived, the cemetery where he is buried.62 “I walked the streets of New
York knowing he was there,” Bong reports, projecting his fantasy-ideal onto
the world (101).
As he considers making his fandom public, Bong weighs the possibility
of building a community based on admiration for Montgomery Clift. He
declares, “I wanted to start my own club, a fan club.” The first requirement
for forming a club (as any child knows) is deciding on a name. (An actual
Clift fan club in the 1950s called itself the Cliftonettes.) Bong calls his “The
I-Love-Montgomery-Clift-Because-He-Understands-Me-Like-No-Other
Club. Membership: one.” Having chosen a name, he needs a set of rules.
“Club Member Requirements: An intense yearning to worship a dead matinee star because he provides comfort, because he provides hope. Club Dues:
Be willing to give part of your soul. Club Activities: Watch Monty movies
no matter what hour his movies come on. If it means staying up till three
in the morning to catch him on the late, late-night movie, that’s what it
means” (104).
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Bong’s club reflects his mixed feelings about whether to avow his devotion publicly or keep it private. His club rules jumble the external aspects
of fandom (the appreciation of texts, overcoming obstacles, etc.) and its most
profoundly private part—imagined reciprocity, in which the fan’s relation
to the image is refashioned as a relationship with the star. The fan’s expertise about the actor is inverted; instead of “I know everything about him,”
the situation becomes “he understands me.” Bong’s club has a membership
of one because he is afraid to express to others the intensity of his feelings.
When he eventually tells his best friend, his attempt to share backfires.
What Bong’s friend and fellow fan Amada does not know is that Bong
has been hallucinating Clift’s presence in his daily life. “My first vision. I was
behind a tree when I saw someone. The sun was in my face. All I could see
was the outline of a tall man, slender. He stood straight with shoulders arched
back like he was at attention. A military cap was on his head tilted to the
side. It was Monty dressed in his soldier’s uniform from The Search” (20).
As the crises in Bong’s life come to a head (he realizes that the relatives he
lives with in Los Angeles have been supporters of the Marcos government—
the regime that kidnapped, tortured, and possibly killed one or both of his
parents), Bong’s identification with Clift leads him to self-destructive behavior. Where earlier it was su‹cient to simply comb his hair to resemble
Clift’s (75), now Bong crashes his motorcycle in imitation of Clift’s car accident, leaving his face scarred.63 Bong’s hallucinations intensify as he is
committed to an asylum.
I’d sit by the window of my room entranced in my world with Monty. We
didn’t speak, but sat together. He wore an outfit from From Here to Eternity: slacks and a Hawaiian shirt. . . .
Monty took me places without ever having to leave my room. . . . I’d
find myself with Monty in the California desert, dry and barren. We’d find
a shade in a cluster of cactus trees, shaped like deformed hands. He wore a
cowboy hat, jeans, and a plaid shirt. He’d pull out a cigarette and the smell
of tobacco drifted past my nose, a taunting smell. The drumming hooves
of horses could be heard nearby. [The Misfits]
Sometimes we were at a cotillion. We were dressed in tuxedos with shiny
black shoes: golden cu›inks held our sleeves together. He’d serve me punch
and we’d sit quietly in an ivy-embraced gazebo. [The Heiress] (178)

As Bong finds pleasure, comfort, and imaginary companionship fantasizing about Clift, he becomes less and less connected to the world around
him. “I would willingly go with Monty. Hours, days, weeks seemed to pass.
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When I returned, I’d find liquid food crusted dry around my mouth or
dripping onto my shirt. I don’t remember eating or being fed” (178).
Bong’s psychotic episodes reinforce the fear that once fans begin using
fantasies of a star to flee a bad situation they risk becoming stuck, trapped
in their imaginations, cut oª from others. Despite his hospitalization, Bong
resists any attempt to pathologize his attachment to Clift. “Brainwasher, or
Dr. Butterworth [his psychiatrist], thought I was psychotic; he thought I
wasn’t in touch with reality. . . . I told him the drugs didn’t work because
there was nothing wrong with me. . . . ‘Montgomery Clift tells me things,
makes things happen. He makes me feel good. Is there anything wrong with
that?’” (172).
The hostile male psychiatrist labels Bong “dependent” and suggests, “We
need to break you of this habit.” Bong shifts the argument away from a
medical discourse by describing his star worship in religious terms. (Remember, club dues require a willingness to give part of your soul.) “I
wouldn’t be here if I said I believed in Christ, would I? If I told you I believed in Jesus, and He works in my life, and I pray to Him, I would be
considered a good Christian person. Whether it’s Jesus or Monty, they’re
symbols people turn to in times of crisis. I can pray to whoever I want, believe in whoever I want” (172–73). The doctor disagrees. “Your religion is
a 1950s movie star. There is something absurd about that.” According to
medical science, apparently “Jesus and Montgomery Clift are two diªerent
things” (172–73).
The addition of religious devotion compounds the potential negative
eªects of fetishism. The urge to annihilate the self by being absorbed in an
intense imaginary relationship with an idealized Other finds an echo in Amy
Hollywood’s discussion of the writings of medieval mystic Margaret Ebner
(1291–1351). A German nun in the Dominican order, Ebner wrote about
her visions and sensory transports in a work titled Revelations. Aspects of
her experience bear a striking resemblance to Bong’s experience as a film
fan. Like Bong, Ebner had books and images she could cherish in private.
“I possessed a little book in which there was a picture of the Lord on the
cross. . . . When I wanted to sleep, I took the picture of the Crucified Lord
in the little book and laid it under my face.”64 Ebner’s identification with
the object of her devotion, however, is on a scale that is, fortunately, beyond what most fans could imagine. As with Bong’s psychotic phase, Ebner’s
mental images are vivid to the point of hallucination. “It was as if I were
really in the presence of my Beloved,” Ebner writes, “as if I had seen his
suªering with my own eyes and as if it were all happening before me at this
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very moment.”65 Ebner, however, does not remain a mere spectator of suªering, watching from the outside. “I felt an inner pain in my hands as if they
were stretched out, torn and broken through. . . . In my head I felt a wondrous pain . . . that seemed so excruciating to me that I began to tremble. . . .
I perceived the same painful brokenness in all my members, especially on
both sides and on my back, arms, and legs, so that it seemed to me I was
in the last throes and that all this suªering would continue until death.”66
Fans seldom go this far. Recovering from his most destructive fantasies,
Bong finds a way to justify the intermingling of religion and fandom in
terms of cultural tradition. “The West has an accepted form of religion or
spirituality. Praying to ancestors is not one of them. . . . I come from a part
of the world where the dead are revered and prayed to. A dead uncle or
aunt is just as precious as a saint or some other form of deity” (173). But
religious institutions in Alumit’s novel are not noticeably more receptive to
Clift-worship than psychiatry had been. Culturally Catholic, Bong hears a
sermon in church on the sin of “praying to False Idols.” “I thought about
you, Monty,” he writes. “There’s nothing false about you” (75).
Idolatry is a matter of misreading, reacting to a sign as if it were the thing
itself. In this sense, idolatry is diªerent from fetishism. The fetishist is aware
that the signifier is a signifier—in the case of film, an image of an actor acting. Idolatrous reading, on the other hand, stops at the signifier instead of
proceeding through it toward what is signified. Idolaters fail to understand
that a sign is never complete in itself but points elsewhere. Contemporary
theologians point out that “idolatry is . . . an epistemological error”—“the
symbol always points to something beyond itself. Not recognizing this is
idolatry.”67 The idolater’s mistake consists of settling for an inadequate sign
rather than looking past it to the infinite. In theological terms, such “literalism deprives God of his ultimacy.”68
Catholic religious art is founded on representations of human bodies (forbidden in Judaism and Islam, and treated with extreme caution by Protestant Christians).69 The church’s concern with images sprang from its
theological insistence on the centrality of the body, the need to communicate the flesh-and-blood aspects of Christ. For the church, Jesus Christ was
not an invisible, purely spiritual deity but a human being, living a human
life and dying a fully human death that prepared the way for the resurrection—a resurrection not just of the soul but of the body as well. In the first
centuries of the church, Saint Theodore the Studite proclaimed iconoclasts,
those who would eliminate human images, “Christological heretics, since
they deny an essential element of Christ’s human nature, namely, that it
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can be represented graphically. This amounts to a denial of its reality and
material quality.”70
But even those within a strictly Catholic tradition could take the position that God is beyond representation. A church father expressed this position as early as the fourth century when he wrote, “Do not paint pictures
of Christ; he humbled himself enough by becoming man.”71 The strictest
Protestant arguments forbid depictions not only of the Divine but of any
person. In the 1750s, British poet and religious monomaniac Christopher
Smart warned against the deleterious eªects of portraiture, as “something
in the spirit may be taken oª by painters.”
For Painting is a species of idolatry, tho’ not so gross as statuary.
For it is not good to look with earning upon any dead work.
For by so doing something is lost in the spirit & given from life
to death.72

Bong’s idolatry does not consist of seeing Clift as a god; he is quite clear
that Clift should be situated within the continuum of ancestors and saints.
In the hierarchy of figures represented in religious art, saints are the nondivine exemplars, models of human behavior who are still subject to fallibility, representations of whom would presumably provide examples for the
faithful without the presumption of replacing the Ultimate with a mere
collection of signs.
Recovered from his illness, Bong outgrows the more obvious displays
of fandom. Having seen the films, read the books, and created his own narratives, he has integrated “Clift” so completely into his life that the references become increasingly subtle, so much so that they barely register in
his consciousness and are not flagged in his letters. Hitchcock’s I Confess,
for example, is never mentioned by name, but Bong’s sympathetic female
psychiatrist is a big Hitchcock fan (Hitchcock’s Spellbound is about a female psychiatrist) and the love of Bong’s adult life is named Logan—the
priest Clift plays in the film.
In some ways, Alumit’s depiction of star worship may be too linear, too
obviously functional. Fandom comes across as, essentially, a phase of adolescent development. In his study of religious feeling, William James recognizes that acute religious experiences often occur during adolescence, but
he suggests that we resist the urge to reduce religious feeling to a phase.73
Nor can it be reduced to a psychological phenomenon in which being a fan
helps one through a tough patch, and then all is well (fandom as therapy).74
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Nevertheless, in the process of writing his novel, in eªect building his own
monument to Montgomery Clift, Noël Alumit testifies to the value an actor can have for a fan. He also confronts the three major transgressions of
which fans are accused: escapism, fetishism, and idolatry. By delineating
the way these processes enable the boy to survive traumatic circumstances,
the author makes a case for their personal, political, and practical value.
Escapism, like political correctness, is a term that disallows the very thing
it names, silencing debate. Unlike the pursuit of pleasure or the entertainment of desire, escapism is defined negatively as the avoidance of the important for the frivolous. Alumit makes it clear that fandom is not simple
escapism. Bong’s devotion to Clift does not prevent him from pursuing the
political, historical truth about his family and eventually finding his mother.
In fact, by identifying with a supportive model of masculinity, he gains a
sense of alliance as well as a prop that helps him resist his duplicitous uncle
and oppose, vicariously, a corrupt political regime and its legacy.
Despite his encounters with the darker aspects of fetishism, Alumit’s character is more in line with McCallum’s rehabilitation of the term. “Foremost
among fetishism’s virtues,” McCallum tells us, is that it transforms suªering into “satisfaction.”75 By providing a structure “to work through loss rather
than avoid it,” the fetish makes it possible for the fetishist to “experience
[loss] without being overwhelmed by it.”76 Bong’s losses are heavy: his parents, his country, his culture and sense of home. It is through the sustaining vision of Montgomery Clift that Bong finds the strength to seek out
his mother, face the history of his country, reconcile himself to his life in
the United States, and ultimately create a new home.
In terms of idolatry, we can simply say this: if being a fan is comparable
to religious devotion, and if religion is the opiate of the masses, then Letters to Montgomery Clift reminds us that opiates, strategically administered,
can be lifesavers.
another beginnin g

For many viewers in 1948, Red River provided the same sense of revelation
others experienced seeing The Search. In a memoir written in the early 1970s,
Caryl Rivers re-creates the impact movies had on her as a teenager in the
late forties. In a chapter titled “The Dream People,” she describes how she
and her friends “instantly, inexplicably, simultaneously” fell in love with
particular male stars. “Foremost among them was Montgomery Clift. . . .
All the girls in the eighth grade fell in love with Montgomery Clift. . . . I
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think every girl who saw him in the quiet dark of a movie theater of a Saturday afternoon fell in love with Montgomery Clift.”77 Such a response, its
religious dimension implied by the incantatory repetition of the actor’s
name, was not limited to girls. Like Rivers, film historian David Thomson
first saw Clift in Red River and, like Rivers, he remembers it vividly decades
later, describing his attitude about Clift as “beyond adoration.”78
Rivers cites Clift’s beauty in this film as the immediate cause of enchantment: his face, his eyes, “the straight, perfect blade of a nose that should
have been the work of some sculptor the equal of Michelangelo.” Clift’s
appeal depended less on overt sexuality than idealized romance; consequently Rivers emphasizes delicacy over testosterone. “His face had the fragile perfection of a fragile porcelain vase,” “his dark eyes like the deep water
of a cavern pool holding the promise of worlds of tenderness.” The young
teen found the idea of actual sex “pretty revolting.” By contrast, “love” with
Clift would consist of “long, languorous sighs,” Rivers imagines, “and he
wouldn’t think of putting his hand on my thigh.”79
At the same time that she acknowledges Clift’s impact on her generation,
Rivers wonders how someone who was “no more than a flat shadow on an
asbestos screen became the repository of all the dreams of all our summer
nights, a tabernacle for all our unfulfilled wishes.”80 What Rivers describes—
tabernacles, repositories—are empty vessels waiting to be filled by the fantasies of viewers. Clift, of course, was more than that, but in his first films,
his lack of history was part of what made him available for these idealized
projections. Without a public image or widely known body of work, Clift
was just an image, beautiful but without depth, a blank screen, a shadow.
The myth of Clift-as-vision, “love at first sight,” cannot be maintained
for long.81 The first time we see Clift in Red River, his unfamiliar beauty
has already been contextualized by virtue of its insertion within a film that
is both a western and part of the postwar era. As the film goes on, Clift’s
looks will serve a variety of functions as the plot and Clift’s character work
through a specific set of historical, social, and generic contradictions.
red ri ver

As in The Search, Clift’s character enters the film late and without fanfare.
A prologue introduces Tom Dunson ( John Wayne) and his fiancée, who is
soon killed by Indians. Coming upon a survivor of the massacre, Dunson
takes the young boy, Matthew Garth, under his wing. Years pass (we are
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told in a title card) as Dunson builds his cattle herd. Having fought in the
recent Civil War, Matt (now played by Clift) returns to Dunson’s ranch.
In this first scene it takes a long time for Matt to say anything. As Dunson announces plans for an upcoming cattle drive, Matt stays in the background. With one foot resting on a rock, his hands on his knee, Clift holds
an unusually relaxed pose long enough for us to register its sinuous line.
Matt eventually suggests a diªerent route for the drive but allows himself
to be overruled by Dunson. Even though Clift plays Matt as voluntarily
submissive in this scene, the way he pauses before stepping forward to take
part in the scene makes it clear that he might not always be.
Matthew Garth’s function is to open up to question long-held assumptions. Clift begins to do so in a subtle and indirect way. Instead of openly
confronting Wayne’s character, Clift establishes Matt’s contrariness by becoming the anti-Wayne—swaying when Wayne is solidly planted, centering his posture on his hips where Wayne calls attention to his chest, softspoken and precise where Wayne is loud and preemptory. Clift’s decision
never directly to challenge the established star was said to have sealed director Howard Hawks’s belief that Clift could hold his own with Wayne
on-screen.82
As a genre, the western presents the West as the proving ground of American history (Manifest Destiny, “the winning of the West,” “the last frontier”) and American (especially male) identity. Red River questions each of
these tenets in its focus on Dunson and Garth. Dunson is depicted less as
a pioneer and more as a land-grabbing outlaw, murderer, thief, and cattle
rustler. Early in the film he shoots three Mexican men who have valid title
to the land he has appropriated for his ranch; later he casually absorbs other
ranchers’ cattle into his herd. As a consequence, the Production Code o‹ce
found the script “thoroughly unacceptable.”83 Although the borderline legality of Dunson’s violence was toned down (with the killings staged to suggest self-defense—barely), the suggestion of criminality is not erased. With
John Wayne as the embodiment of such now-dubious values, Clift is called
upon to present Matt as a new kind of American, one with a diªerent perspective, a diªerent style of leadership, and a diªerent kind of masculinity.
Presented with an opportunity to establish his manliness early in the film,
Clift/Matt undermines the entire project by adopting a decidedly playful
demeanor. In the double-entendre–filled gunplay between Matt and Cherry
( John Ireland), two good-looking young men compliment each other’s
prowess with a pistol. What is so remarkable about this scene is the casu-
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alness with which the performers engage the gay subtext. (The release of
Brokeback Mountain in 2005 occasioned frequent references to this scene.)
Smiling, physically at ease, eyes sparkling, neither actor can keep his eyes
oª the other, and no one attempts to repress any subversive alternate readings. No gruª machismo arises as a defense against being “misunderstood.”
It is as if the actors are free to say outrageous things because they know that
the legacy of “a John Wayne western” makes them unassailable. How far
can they push it? The crowning twist is when Wayne himself is brought
into their subtextual sexual play. When Cherry praises Matt, Matt says
pointedly, “Leave room for a third.”
cherry:
matt:
cherry:
matt:

Who?
Dunson.
Is he that good?
He taught me.

The fearlessness with which the actors flirt with the possibility of alternative sexualities is attractive and liberating. Clift and Ireland not only decouple manliness from heterosexuality, they make it look easy—even to
the point of implicating Wayne. More than anything else, it may be Clift’s
fundamental lack of seriousness about such weighty matters that accounts
for the backlash against the actor that repeatedly crops up in stories about
the making of the film. While Clift’s biographers insist that he became a
“real cowboy” (one calls him “a crackerjack cowpoke”),84 other critics gleefully recount Clift’s “failings” on the set—he couldn’t ride, couldn’t throw
a punch, and needed stuntmen (“real” men) to disguise his shortcomings.85
Although stuntmen famously substituted for Wayne in dangerous action
scenes (the legendary Yakima Canutt in Stagecoach [1939], for example), the
urge to depict the Broadway actor as an emasculated eastern sophisticate
and the established Hollywood actor as “the real thing” (a genuine “man
of the West,” a real American who just plays “himself ”) suggests how unsettling the destabilization of this particular icon could be.
The possibilities of a sexual relationship between Matt and Dunson might
seem circumscribed by Wayne’s right-wing reputation (hence Cherry’s presence in the scene with Matt), but the script does not preclude such a reading, nor do the performers. In scene after scene, Matt and Dunson’s relationship is established by the way they relate to each other wordlessly, with
their bodies, gestures, posture. They display a profound, unspoken ease in
each other’s presence. Despite their contradictory personae, it is not hard
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to see Wayne, “a beefy six-foot-three, and Clift a willowy five-foot-ten” (as
Garry Wills describes them), as a couple.86 But while the body language tells
us one thing, the plot pursues a diªerent agenda, setting out to break up
the male couple, disrupt their intimacy, insert a heterosexual option (arguably the least persuasive part of the film), and recuperate the DunsonMatt relationship by reestablishing it along traditional patriarchal-filial lines.
Positioning itself as “a new kind of western,” Red River acknowledges its
debt to the past as it stages the transition from one generation to the next,
endorsing (for the most part) the new generation’s methods, style, and values.87 In its focus on generational change, Red River is responding to its historical moment as part of the immediate postwar era. Much of what is at
stake in Red River (produced in 1946) is made visible when we see the film
as a hybrid of the western and the war film. As a crypto-war film, Red River
is so radical that its critique of authority could be represented only in disguise. Understood this way, the subversiveness of Clift’s performance becomes
even clearer. It would be a full decade after the end of the war before another filmmaker would risk producing a film that openly advocated mutiny.88
What seems revolutionary in war-film terms, however, can simultaneously
serve a conservative function by establishing strict limits on male social and
sexual relationships. Looking at the film in some detail, we can trace the interweaving of love and mutiny, the western and the war film, as played out
in the relationship between Dunson and Matt, Wayne and Clift.
Intimacy between Matt and Dunson is expressed in classic manly warfilm manner—with cigarettes. Matt rolls one, lights up, and then either
hands it to Dunson (when they are mounted side by side, watching over
the cattle) or makes no objection when Dunson walks up and takes it from
him (the scene in the saloon in which Dunson signs up men for the cattle
drive). In their first scene together, Matt gives Dunson a rolled cigarette,
then lights it for him. Dunson cups Matt’s hands as he lights up, then grabs
Matt’s wrist, noticing that he is wearing a bracelet Dunson gave him when
Matt was a boy. Even though he has been gone for more than a year, Matt
still wears the symbol of fealty. This first scene between them in the film
establishes the dynamics of the characters’ relationship (domineering and
submissive) as the actors find ways to express in physical terms the gesture’s
emotional weight. The bigger, older man takes it for granted that he can
physically take hold of the younger man, who yields quite contentedly as
the characters maintain eye contact—a long moment in which the audience can read the fact that they have a past.
Despite his apparent passivity, Matt is not a pushover. At all times he has
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a mind of his own, but in scene after scene he chooses to be submissive. In
an early scene, Matt diªers with Dunson over “appropriating” other ranchers’ cattle. Every time a steer does not have the Red River brand, Matt says,
“Let him go” or “Turn him loose.” Dunson rides up and orders everything
rebranded with his mark. Matt pauses, then reiterates the boss’s orders with
full vocal authority. He does not crumble, though. When Dunson dares
him to challenge the decision, Matt holds his own, saying, “You’re gonna
wind up branding every rump in the state of Texas except mine.” Dunson
turns to another man and says, “Hand me that iron.” When we cut to Matt’s
reaction, Dunson says, “You don’t think I’d do it, do you?” Matt half-laughs,
“No, I don’t.” The way Clift delivers the line suggests that Matt isn’t all that
sure. The line does not require consonants that close the mouth, like m or
b or p, so Clift can do something he often does—speak with his mouth
half open, using his lower lip against his exposed upper teeth to enunciate.
Here it produces an eªect of uncertainty.
The branding line is not only of a piece with Matt’s double entendres
with Cherry; the entire scene is in direct violation of a peculiarly precise
taboo. From its earliest incarnations, the Production Code specifically forbade branding of any kind, including the branding of cattle.89 In the latetwenties list of “Don’ts and Be Carefuls,” branding is number fifteen, and
the 1930 Production Code includes it under the heading “Repellent Subjects.”90 This prohibition was probably due to the sensational 1915 hit The
Cheat, in which a society woman is branded on the shoulder by a depraved
would-be lover (played by Sessue Hayakawa). It would be hard to imagine
Red River, a film about a major cattle drive, without a cattle-branding scene,
but the threatened branding of Clift’s character brings an unexpected sexual charge to the relationship of Dunson and Matt— one introduced this
time by Dunson. The shock of imagining John Wayne imagining marring
the surface of Clift’s beautiful body is not entirely put to rest by Matt’s optimistic laugh.91 (Dunson does mark Matt at the end, scarring his cheek in
their final showdown; Matt smiles broadly as he bears the wound.) In this
scene, though, Dunson backs down because Matt’s independence is valuable. As in a war film, a good subordinate should be intelligent and show
initiative. In his first scene, Matt not only proposes an alternative route but
has a map already prepared. Nevertheless, a subordinate accepts that his superior o‹cer makes the final decision. All Matt’s skills and judgment at this
point are channeled into this supporting role.
When Dunson signs up men for the cattle drive, the familiar outlines of
the war film begin to emerge. As Wayne and others had done in countless
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figure 4. Lobby card for Red River, 1948: Noah Beery Jr. (Buster), Clift (Matt),
and Walter Brennan (Groot).

recent war films, Dunson addresses the men before him as soldiers— or, to
be precise, as veterans. “Most of you men have come back to Texas from
war. You came back to nothin’.” In the film he is referring to economic problems in the cattle business, but the sentiment applies just as easily to the
postwar economic outlook, an eªect that would have been stronger when
the film was shot in 1946. The scene is played as a call for volunteers. No
one is drafted for this mission, and there will be “no hard feelings” for anyone who opts out. As in the military, the only real sin would be desertion.
“Every man who signs on for this drive agrees to finish it,” Dunson tells
them. “There’ll be no quittin’ along the way. Not by me and not by you.”
The general will be there, side by side with his men.
But while Dunson often strides through scenes, undeterred by anyone
or anything, it is Matt who is shown as being on an equal level with the
men, part of the group. Ever the good lieutenant, Matt is a conduit from
the men to their commanding o‹cer because he is more in tune with their
needs, smoothing the edges when an order seems harsh. Soon, however,
even Matt begins to question Dunson’s methods.
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After a man has unwittingly provoked a stampede, Dunson announces
his intention to whip him. Refusing to be punished in this humiliating way,
the man pulls a gun and prepares for a showdown with Dunson. Matt shoots
him, but instead of trying to protect Dunson, it turns out he wanted to
protect the man from Dunson. Having wounded the man, Matt turns on
Dunson, saying tensely, “You’d have shot him right between the eyes.” Dunson responds, “Sure as you’re standing there.” In contrast to Dunson’s hardness, Matt comforts the man he shot, inviting him to “take along an extra
horse” so that he can get home all right. The man in turn thanks Matt—
the man who shot him—for saving his life.
The next time Matt disagrees with Dunson, three men have been killed.
Confronting Dunson, Matt insists, “You didn’t have to do that back there.”
Dunson mounts a pallid defense: “You think I’m responsible for that?” Matt
turns Dunson’s earlier retort back on him: “Just as sure as you’re sitting
there.” The rift between them grows as tensions mount.
The mutiny comes the next day, when two men who had abandoned the
drive are delivered to Dunson for justice. In a hieratic composition, Dunson is seated in the middle of the shot, one wounded leg spread out toward
the right where the cook Groot (Walter Brennan) kneels and tends to it, the
other knee pointing toward Matt who stands in profile on the left of the
screen, leaning back with his arms crossed. As Cherry is hailed approaching from a distance with the two men, Matt looks quickly to Dunson; Dunson, a half-empty bottle in his hand, checks Matt’s reaction; Matt, looking
into the distance, slowly takes an unlit cigarette out of his mouth.
Remaining seated, a wounded Dunson asserts his power over the captured men while calling attention to his physically disadvantaged position.
“Get down oª them horses. I don’t favor lookin’ up to the likes of you.”
As they dismount, the prisoners are framed by Dunson on the left and Matt
standing on the right, with Cherry on his horse, blocking any exit from the
rear. Labeling them deserters and “common thieves,” Dunson is interrupted
by one of the men: “The law might see it diªerent.” Dunson drowns him
out: “I’m the law.” As the man reasserts his commitment to the mission
and the team, finishing with a Capraesque appeal to the common good
(“This herd doesn’t belong to you. It belongs to every poor hopin’ and prayin’ cattleman in the whole state”), Matt, his back to us, moves away from
Dunson to stand among the men. In contrast to the mounting agitation
around him, John Wayne underplays as Dunson, asking the prisoner, “You
finished?” A defeated voice says, “Yeah.” It is Matt the film cuts to as the
condemned man says, “Now you can get your Bible and read over us after
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you shoot us” (Dunson’s customary course of action). In a close-up,
Wayne/Dunson tilts his head languidly and pauses for a moment. “I’m
gonna hang ya.”
As we see the men’s reaction, a low voice oªscreen delivers a drawn-out,
almost moaning “No.” Cut to Matt, who for the first time directly contradicts Dunson in front of the men: “No, you’re not.” Dunson, squinting
into the sun, is shocked and slow to react. Matt repeats, “You’re not gonna
hang them.” Dunson shifts the bottle in his hand. “Who’ll stop me?” For
the third time, Matt defies him. “I will.”
Although Matt seems to have triumphed, assuming leadership and instituting a more democratic style of command, the scene continues, the camera lingering on Dunson as if unwilling to let him go. Reinscribing the tyrant
as a man in pain, dispossessed, frustrated, helpless, and exposed, the film
refuses to posit the mutiny as a solution. Instead, the rift between Dunson
and Matt becomes the new crisis that must be resolved, the break between
the two an unacceptable loss that threatens to undermine whatever progress
each man might make alone.
the lieutenant’s com ma n d

Unlike the unyielding Dunson, Matt shares his doubts and fears with others.
One of the first things he says (and repeats in several scenes thereafter) is
“I don’t know.” Matt and Groot ponder what might happen when Dunson catches up with them. Matt makes it clear he was a reluctant mutineer.
“It all happened so fast. I hadn’t—started out—I couldn’t let him hang Teeler
and Laredo.” Groot asks, “You ain’t sorry ya done it?” and Matt answers,
“I dunno.” Holding his chin in his hand, with his hat oª and hair hanging over his forehead, he looks unusually boyish. “He was wrong,” Matt
asserts, loud and clear; but then he sighs, rubbing his face. “I hope I’m right.”
Unlike Dunson, Matt admits when he is afraid and shares his feelings
with others. When they are afraid, he comforts them. The night after the
revolt, everyone is edgy. One man, thrashing in his sleep, calls for a gun.
Matt rushes over and wakes him. He smiles gently, half-kneeling beside the
man, and says, “You were having a nightmare. You all right?”
Matt’s leadership style is opposed to Dunson’s in scene after scene. When
the men find a cow killed by arrows, Matt is surrounded by people looking to him to make a decision. His first choice is to consult others, but when
he receives contradictory advice, he looks ahead and starts giving orders.
Matt’s attitude about his team is highlighted again one day when a cowboy
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rides up and excitedly tells everyone that a wagon train is nearby, carrying
women and coªee. Unlike Dunson, who refused to praise the men and tried
to keep them too exhausted to rebel, Matt decides to give them some rest
and recreation. This style of leadership not only proves thoughtful but also
has practical benefits. The next day Groot points out the motivational eªect
when he observes, “I ain’t never seen such a bunch of men—everybody
wants to ride point.”
There is only one occasion when Matt does not spend time justifying his
decision. When they come across Indians attacking the wagon train, Matt
takes it for granted that the men will follow him and fight. As they charge
ahead, Matt is simultaneously the commanding o‹cer and one of the men.92
The film loses its power the way many war films do when women are introduced. In confirmation of Red River’s war-film roots, I would argue that
it is no coincidence that some of the film’s censorship problems were the
same as the ones that were to arise with From Here to Eternity. A memo
from the Breen o‹ce to Hawks states, “The indication that the various girls
are nothing more or less than prostitutes is entirely unacceptable, as well
as the many lines of dialogue by the men indicating their sex desires for
these women.”93
By this point, not only has Matt been cut oª from Dunson, but as soon
as Millay ( Joanne Dru) is introduced, Cherry virtually disappears from the
film. Clift’s performance does little to smooth over Matt’s nearly schizophrenic behavior in his scenes with Millay: using Hawksian tough talk
when cutting an arrow out of her shoulder, being unusually passive when
she seeks him out in the fog, and appearing unusually absorbed in her sensual presence (the fur on her collar, the texture of her hair) when she surprises him in his hotel room in Abilene. (Needless to say, the Breen o‹ce
declared the “illicit sex aªair between Mathew and Millay” out of the question “since it [was] not treated with the proper compensating moral values.”)94 Paradoxically, Millay’s visit to the hotel firmly returns Matt to his
place among the men, this time by virtue of his having established his commitment to heterosexuality.
When Matt emerges from his hotel after a night with Millay, Clift plays
the “morning after” as a timeless moment, familiar to any audience, applicable to any soldier in any war film. The scene is a single long take. Matt
saunters out of the hotel, nodding “Mornin’” to the men outside as he descends the stairs. He strolls up to one of the men and gestures for a cigarette. Behind him, Millay comes out onto the porch to stand by Groot.
The men look at her. Matt, lighting the cigarette, half-turns his head as if
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aware of something behind him. He listens for a second, then figures it out.
Shaking out the match, he turns casually back to the man on his right and
smiles broadly. Clift’s whole body unwinds. His chest rises and broadens,
and he leads with his hips as he swaggers toward the fence in the foreground.
Although Matt’s night with Millay signals his heterosexuality, the scene emphasizes the homosocial as Matt cements his closeness with the men by becoming one of the guys.
As a film about a mutiny, Red River could end either way—with the death
of the rebel (restoring order) or of the tyrant (validating revolt). But director Hawks throws in a curve that allows him to have it both ways. The
previously “inevitable” clash between Dunson and Matt is deftly sidestepped when the plot is reconfigured in terms of sexual politics. Once Millay has been established as the heterosexual option, positioned equidistant
between Dunson and Matt (she, too, could go either way, propositioning
both men in quick succession), the love between Matt and Dunson can
flourish once again, the possibility of homosexual love having been (supposedly) eliminated.
Now Matt’s exaggerated display of total submission can be openly embraced as filial. When Matt refuses to fight back, even to the point of allowing Dunson to shoot him, the character’s mutiny is reconfigured as a
greater loyalty. Matt usurped Dunson’s power not for the men’s sake, as it
seemed, but ultimately for Dunson’s sake. By remotivating the troops and
delivering the herd, Matt has delivered Dunson from the burdens of leadership. Matt has made it possible for Dunson to remain a hero by stepping
in before Dunson could irredeemably destroy what he had built. When
Millay literally comes between the two men at the end, shouting at them
to stop fighting and realize that they love each other, Dunson and Matt
suddenly recognize that they can express their love within this new formulation of familial devotion. By showing Dunson that he has been both worthy partner and heir, Matt enables Dunson to share and eventually cede
leadership to the next generation. The last shot is of the new brand—the
Dunson D, the two lines of the Red River, and an M for Matt. Dunson retains the patrilineal name and the power to erase Matt’s last name (Garth)
now that Matt’s name and filial status have been realigned under the sign
of Dunson.
In Red River, Clift helps revitalize a genre by introducing a new kind of
leader and a new kind of man. Strong but sensitive, democratic and egalitarian, he has new ideas and new methods, his ways of relating to the men
he commands at odds with the strict hierarchies of earlier generations. His
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willingness to endure suªering bespeaks heroism and integrity more than
masochism. Through persistence, conviction, and sheer stubbornness,
Clift’s Matt stands toe-to-toe with John Wayne, insisting that Wayne and
the western genre give way and revise their traditional definitions of manliness to accommodate Clift.
he’s a rebel

Red River serves as a template for Clift’s image as both rebel and heir apparent. In a movie star–nostalgia book of the early 1970s, David Shipman
summarizes the three main facets of Montgomery Clift’s star image: “He
attracted attention partly because he was a fine actor, partly because he was
very handsome, and partly because he refused to conform.” Nonconformity was expressed not so much by Clift’s acting as by the way he handled
his career. Shipman describes Clift’s attitude about the film industry as a
series of renunciations. “He did not choose to work unless he felt like it,
he did not choose to be tied by long-term contracts, he did not go to premieres, did not indulge in fake romances, did not marry.”95
If, strictly speaking, only a few of these statements are true, all of them
are essential to the legend. Clift did attend the premieres of his own films
(whether posing with Taylor at the opening of The Heiress or crawling up
the aisle, drunk, at Judgment at Nuremberg).96 He posed for publicity stills,
sat for interviews, and, after the release of Red River, signed a three-picture
deal with Paramount.97 Publicity stills from Red River and the flood of material that appeared before the release of his first Paramount film, The Heiress,
contradict the image of someone refusing to cooperate with the Hollywood
publicity machine.98 In fact, by actively participating in publicity and promotion, Clift tried to exercise some control over how he was seen outside
of his performances and selection of roles.
The desire to depict Clift as a nonconformist rebelling against the system seems to be more important to Clift’s fans than it was for Clift himself. When he begins to shape his image in earnest, Clift’s attempts at selfdefinition already stress a counternarrative to the rebel image proªered
by studios and fan magazines. An acute observer of his persona-underconstruction, Clift attempted to steer the conversation away from whether
he was rebellious and focus attention on acting. “I am neither a young rebel
nor an old rebel, nor a tired rebel but quite simply an actor who tries to do
his job with the maximum of conviction and sincerity.”99
In October 1949, after the release of The Search, Red River, and The Heiress,
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Modern Screen featured an article titled “My Own Story by Montgomery
Clift” (with “as told to George Scullin” in very small print beneath the heading). In this allegedly first-person essay, Clift repositions his supposed rejection of the Hollywood status quo as a dedication to acting. He begins
by distancing himself from his public image. “This fabulous business going on today—‘Montgomery Clift, the brightest comet ever to burst into
the firmament of Hollywood stars’—has me dazed, but not confused. I still
know who I am. Now all I have to do is find out who the Montgomery
Clift is that they are all talking about.”100
It is a commonplace for stories such as this to proclaim that previous accounts have been unreliable and this one is the real thing. This assertion is
underscored by the redundant title (“My Own Story”), the claim that the
actor wrote the article himself, and the use of first person. Clift promptly
takes advantage of his authorial prerogative to divide himself in two: “Just
to keep you from getting me and that celluloid Montgomery Clift confused,
I’ll tell you who I am straight. You will get his story from other sources, so
let him struggle with his own publicity.” This false image, Clift writes, “must
be quite a fellow. Bobby-soxers’ idol, the middle-aged matrons’ Romeo, the
man’s man, and the actor’s actor. Also something of a heel, I’ve heard tell.”101
Rejecting these labels, he realigns himself with “serious” acting (i.e., the kind
associated with the theater). “Seriousness” is something that needs to be
fought for. “I am supposed to be di‹cult to deal with now because I want
a contract that allows me to approve my scripts and have the rest of the
time to return to the stage, or just wander oª by myself. That, to my mind,
is not being di‹cult.”102
What others mistake for arrogance, ingratitude, or uncooperativeness is
resituated by Clift as dedication to craft. Clift attributes his idealism to a series of theatrical heroes (Lunt, Thornton Wilder, Lillian Hellman, Tennessee
Williams), all of whom maintained a consistent or exclusive connection with
the theater. “Working with people like that,” he concludes, “watching the
way they carefully preserved their right to progress along their own paths to
their own objectives—can you wonder that a would-be actor like myself
would fight shy of a seven-year contract that would cost me the rights to the
very things which they had taught me were the most valuable?”103 Artistic
goals should always take precedence over material success, he avers. At one
point in his theatrical career, he writes, “I plunged into four flops in a row
and ended up the season applying for unemployment insurance. . . . That
was the low ebb. And though I hadn’t made any money, those four flops had
made me richer in acting experience than my previous four years.”104
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Despite a certain dubiousness regarding stars’ actual authorship of these
kinds of essays in fan magazines (not to mention the
parenthetical credit to Scullin), I find that the literary
voice in the article closely
resembles that found in
Clift’s private letters. There
too, Clift’s opinion of his
own work is exemplified by
uncompromising standards
and constant self-criticism.
Writing to a friend, Clift
stated that a man must be “a
judge of himself.”105 This
“would-be” actor appraised
his film work cautiously,
evaluating the films he had
made so far from a critical
distance. “Specifically—I am
embarrassed by myself in
Red River and proud of The
Search. That’s important. I
could wish it were not so but
there it is.”106
The trope of Clift as
someone outside of himself,
figure 5. “Clift Sees Self,”
Life (December 6, 1948).
Photographed by J. R.
Eyerman, who supposedly
used infrared lighting while
Clift watched a screening of
The Heiress. Time & Life
Pictures, Getty Images.
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watching, recurs throughout his career. The same December 1948 issue of
Life that showcased Clift literalizes the concept of actor-as-audience in a
special layout titled “Clift Sees Self.” Already described as a serious actor
who “shares with his colleagues on the previous pages an intent [sic] concern for his craft,” Clift is shown over the course of five photographs covering his eyes and squirming in his seat as he watches a rough cut of his
next film, The Heiress. Life reads the actor’s reactions as if they were a performance: “Clift registers mild interest, frank amusement, concern and
finally uncertainty while he watches first rough version of the picture [sic].”107
In this series of images we are presented with the multiple positions Clift
occupied: as producer of a performance, object of the gaze, and spectator.
As an actor on-screen he has selected and performed gestures and line readings in order to produce eªects for audiences to read. In the process he has
made himself into an object, a text to be studied. As an audience member,
possessor of the critical gaze, he is in a position comparable to that of any
audience member. At the same time, he is in a unique position to evaluate
the distance between what he intended and what he achieved.
There is another layer of meanings that can be inferred from these photographs: Because Clift is an actor on-screen, he has become fair game in
public. His reactions to himself, when he is presumably alone and in the
dark, are sought out and put on display. At the same time, because he is an
actor and this photo layout is publicity, we do not know whether to read
his gestures and facial expressions as genuine (internal emotional states unconsciously producing visible physical symptoms) or a performance. Above
all, Clift is declared to be seeing not his performance but himself—a collapsing of distinctions between performer and performance that assumes
that when an actor appears on-screen, he cannot help but expose the truth
of his inner being.
Publicity like this encourages audiences to believe that they too can see
Clift’s inner self. The tendency to interpret actors’ work as a reflection of
their essence has long been recognized as characteristic of the star system.
Clift’s choice of roles, acting style, and popular beliefs about Method acting at the time (that the performance came from within, based on the personal memories and feelings of the actor) made it even more likely that, as
we shall see, Clift’s performances would be read as the deepest expression
of his true self.
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